Real Estate
Riches
Sell Your Way to a Fortune

mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are making huge amounts of wealth
from real estate transactions. See proof of your real estate
wealth in as many forms as you can.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are getting closer and closer to your ideal real estate
wealth goals. Write down any positive comments others
make about your behavior or accomplishments.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I love selling
I am a selling machine
I am a master of real estate
I love showing property
I am a natural at selling property
I am eager to show property
I love talking to clients
I love demonstrating value
I love prospecting
I love calling clients
I love scheduling appointments
I show property like a master
I make millions with real estate
real estate is my own personal gold mine
I am real estate genius
I easily persuade people

I am incredibly confident
I am incredibly outgoing
I enjoy speaking to crowds
I enjoy closing deals
I am a master of closing deals
I am master of win win outcomes
I sell new properties every day
I sell hundreds of properties a year
People love to hear me sell
People love it when I show them properties
people love it when I call them
people love it when I make appointments with them
I am a real estate selling machine
I am incredibly persuasive
I am incredibly magnetic
I attract million dollar deals
I attract customers desperate to buy

I attract wealthy customers
I attract customers eager to spend cash
I attract massive commissions
my commissions get bigger every day
You love selling
You are a selling machine
You are a master of real estate
You love showing property
You are a natural at selling property
You are eager to show property
You love talking to clients
You love demonstrating value
You love prospecting
You love calling clients
You love scheduling appointments
You show property like a master
You make millions with real estate

real estate is your own personal gold mine
You are real estate genius
You easily persuade people
You are incredibly confident
You are incredibly outgoing
You enjoy speaking to crowds
You enjoy closing deals
You are a master of closing deals
You are master of win win outcomes
You sell new properties every day
You sell hundreds of properties a year
People love to hear you sell
People love it when You show them properties
people love it when You call them
people love it when You make appointments with them
You are a real estate selling machine
You are incredibly persuasive

You are incredibly magnetic
You attract million dollar deals
You attract customers desperate to buy
You attract wealthy customers
You attract customers eager to spend cash
You attract massive commissions
your commissions get bigger every day

